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Abstract

The effects of the teacher’s expectations on students’ motivation remain an area of investigation where the results are still controversial. This article presents the main results of a study on the relationship between motivation expectations of Physical Education (PE) teachers and the behaviors exhibited toward their students in a natural context of PE teaching in Tunisia (gymnastics cycle). The theoretical framework is based on three categories of work: 1) the work on the “Pygmalion effect”, 2) research relating to self-determination theory and classroom interactions expressed by quantity, content and the style of verbal communication between teachers and students, and 3) the work examining the links between teachers’ initial expectations towards the students and these interactions. The objective of this study is to analyze the consequences of pre-existing and lightly studied expectations regarding the motivation on the frequency, content and motivational style (i.e., controlling vs. autonomy-supportive) interactions that a PE teacher has with students. Seven hundred and thirty students from all classes of second cycle basic education and their thirty teachers were observed during gymnastics classes. The teachers’ motivation expectations and self-determination index of students were measured at the beginning of the cycle. The teacher-student interactions were recorded during each session (50 minutes) corresponding to a teacher (thirty sessions on the whole) and encoded using two instruments. The main results show that: a) teachers have expressed more communications with high expectations than low ones; b) the teachers’ expectations are positively related to technical instructions and autonomy-supportive style and negatively to unfavorable affective feedback and a controlling style. These different dimensions mentioned above make up important mediators of “Pygmalion effect” that certain studies have noted in PE.
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1. Introduction

Naturally the teacher is supposed to develop different expectations (positive vs. negative) since each student is different. In terms of learning, the goal of any desired “differentiating function” is to allow everyone to reach his full potential and drive the weakest, most disadvantaged or unmotivated to master the core skills (Pieron, 1993, 1996). The differentiating function should indeed take on a more organized aspect offering fair treatments and settle in the heart of didactic-pedagogic system. However, regular class observation shows that the teacher is more differentiated (e.g., Pieron et al., 1998). This spontaneous differentiation based on daily interactions with each teacher, or their expectations towards each student can contribute to advantaged or disadvantaged treatment which does not match the desired differentiation. Various studies conducted in a natural classroom situation have also quantified the “teacher-effect” whose weight is estimated at about 16% on acquisitions (e.g., Duru-Bellat & Ming, 1994). In terms of differentiated pedagogy, the teacher is required to differentiate his education and “make a difference” by the behaviors he implements, the nature of his interactions and communications (verbal/nonverbal) with students, the educational and motivational climate he creates, and the assessments he carries out (e.g., Good & Brophy, 2000 for a general synthesis; Cloes et al., 2004; Pieron, 1993; Sarthou, 2003; Hagger et al., 2003 in the field of sport and Physical Education (PE)). While some of these studies show significant differences between the most “effective” teachers and those who are less, some also highlight the variability of behavior and attitudes of the same teacher based on his classroom students (e.g., Sarrazin, Tessier, & Trouilloud, 2006; Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois, 2005). In other words, this teacher does not give the same attention and interest, show the same warmth and flexibility, offer the same content and instructions or return the same evaluations (Feed-back) for all students in the class (e.g., Weinstein & Middlestadt, 1979; Weinstein, 1985; Carreiro Da costa et al., 1998). What are the reasons behind this differential treatment? Why is the teacher likely to generate inequalities between students? Why do some students seem to receive preferential treatment, while others seem to be neglected, left behind (offside) and even despised? If the communication style is strongly questioned, should it be necessary that a PE teacher revises his concepts and establishes a personal reflection on his practice and its impact on students?

1.1. The Teacher’s Expectations

The teacher acts, among other phenomena, by his expectations regarding competence, skill, autonomy and the student’s effort. The expectations that the teacher develops to-
wards his students is one of the factors explaining their differentiated behaviors. The psychologists have in fact studied in detail what Robert Merton called in 1948 “self-fulfilling prophecy”. This concept means “an initially false belief of the situation that raises new behaviors consistent with this mistaken belief” (Merton, 1948). In the educational context, the phenomenon is known as the “Pygmalion effect” (Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968), and characterizes every perception or expectation of the teacher who changes the behaviors of students in a manner consistent with the original expectation.

For about forty years, the role of the teacher’s expectations is increasingly a major research topic in an academic context (for summaries, see Good & Brophy, 2000; Jussim & Eccles, 1992; Jussim, et al., 1998). Some of these were conducted in PE classes or in a competitive sporting context (for summaries, see Horn et al., 1998; Martinek, 1989, 1991; Trouilloud & Sarrazin, 2003; Sarrazin, Trouilloud, & Bios, 2005). In these contexts, researchers (e.g., Good & Brophy, 2000; Horn et al., 1998; Jussim, 1986; Martinek, 1989) agree on the existence of four steps through which expectations can become self-fulfilling:

- Early in the year, the teacher develops expectations about the performances or the different future attributes of students (e.g., skill, effort) from the information he has (e.g., in PE, the tests record of physical and motor skills, the diagnostic assessment of the beginning of a cycle);
- These expectations lead to a differential treatment: they affect the quality and quantity of interactions with students;
- This differential treatment is perceived by the students;
- If it persists over time, it affects their motivation (e.g., Trouilloud & Sarrazin, 2002) and performance (e.g., Trouilloud et al., 2002) in the sense of the initial expectations of the teacher.

This differential treatment (reflecting the differentiating function) of the teacher may be positive or negative. For example, the high expectations of a teacher can generate superior performance, as low expectations can undermine students’ performance (Trouilloud et al., 2006; Sarrazin, Tessier, Pelletier, Trouilloud, & Chanal, 2006).

In most explanatory models of “self-fulfilling prophecy”, the expectations themselves would not influence the student, but rather the specific behaviors of teachers caused by these expectations (Jussim, 1986). The models used in the educational context assume that teachers will act and react differently with students based on the expectations they formulate on them (Brophy & Good, 1974; Snyder, 1984; Cooper, 1979; Darley & Fazio, 1980; Jussim, 1986; Rosenthal, 1974). Harris and Rosenthal (1985) found that the differences linked to the proposed content and task difficulty on one hand, and the emotional climate created by the teacher on the other hand, were those whose impact on the student’s performance were the most important.

In sporting context, the majority of research on the expectations effect of the supervisor (PE teacher/coach) focused on the relationship between expectations and the behaviors displayed by the coach or PE teacher (e.g.; Trouilloud, 2002; Sarrazin, Trouilloud, & Bois, 2005). At the start of the school year (or sports season) and in the beginning of a teaching sequence (or training), either the teacher or the coach is required to
prepare students ranking of the class (or sporting team) according to their level (physical and motor skills tests, diagnostic evaluation before addressing the training sessions). Then the behaviors exhibited by the supervisor were carefully observed and coded during PE lessons (or trainings) using tools such as Coaching Behavioral Assessment System (CBAS; Smith et al., 1977). Finally, both variables and behaviors were taken into consideration.

The retained conclusions of previous studies partially confirm that there is henceforth a substantial evidence on the existence of a differential treatment of supervisors in connection with the expectations they develop towards their students (or athletes) (For a detailed review of this literature, see Horn et al., 1988; Martinek, 1991; Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois, 2005; Trouilloud, 2002). The supervisors can create differences in favor of “high expectations” at the socio-emotional climate they establish during pedagogical interactions. They seem to establish a warm and comforting environment with students (or sportsmen) they perceive competent: they are more flexible, encouraging, appreciative, attentive and smiling (e.g., Babad et al., 1982; Babad, 1993). They also tend to offer them richer tasks and teaching content, more difficult and varied and thus facilitating the efficient and effective movement skills. Therefore, and in general, they seem more willing to interact with them by providing a more positive and emotional climate.

Nevertheless supervisors interact less frequently with “low expectations”: they pay them less attention, usually criticize them at failure (e.g., Babad et al., 1982), display less friendly interactions, show them less nonverbal indicators of support (e.g., smile) and have colder and more anxious voice intonation (e.g., Babad et al, 1982; Martinek & Johnson, 1979). They also seem less demanding, send back briefer evaluations that provide less information about the performance or the performed technique, and easily accept poor or incorrect performances (e.g., Martinek & Karper, 1982). Furthermore they tend to encourage them less frequently and create a more negative emotionally climate. Thus supervisors tend to give less emotional support to “low expectations”.

These differences in socio-emotional climate involve both verbal communication process (i.e., praise) and non-verbal communication process (i.e., smile, nod, eye contact, to be closer to student). In other words, the “communication” of the supervisors’ expectations, which may have an impact on the student mainly on his cognitions, behaviors and performances, should not go unnoticed in the classroom (or sports team).

1.2. The Controversies Reported in Literature

Although research has shown clear and important evidence on the existence of differential treatment based on supervisors’ expectations, however, it should be noted some inconsistencies in some previous work. Some studies have found no treatment singularity regarding the teacher’s expectations (Spallanzani, 1995). In others, the supervisor can provide more encouragement and technical feedback for the “low expectations” so that he could motivate students (Horn, 1984; Martinek, 1980, 1988; Karper & Martinek, 1983).
Among deductions and remarkable explanations for this inconsistency, it is important to note those of Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois (2005). These authors cited methodological reasons emphasizing that most of the research has ignored the person who was responsible for the interaction in the relationship teacher-student or coach-athlete. Thus, the highest interaction rates found in some studies for the “high expectations” may in part be due to the fact that these students (or athletes) initiate more interaction with their teacher (or coach). Indeed, the best students of a class (or a team) may be more likely to ask their teacher/coach to seek additional information to progress further, improve performance and/or confirm their level. Given these conditions, it is difficult to refer to a “treatment favor” from the part of the teacher. Therefore it seems necessary and essential, from a methodological point of view, to consider the person (teacher vs. student) that initiates interaction and constitutes the educational action. In the same perspective, it is possible that the higher rate of positive feedback returned by the teacher towards “high expectations” is simply related to the fact that they actually achieve better performances than “low expectations”. The most competent students probably achieve more satisfactory performances than the lowest or incompetent, and thus they are more inclined to their teacher’s positive feedback (Horn, 1984). Again, in order to speak of a special treatment, it seems important to control the level of performance or the initial attitude of the student to see if “at the same level”, the teachers’ expectations are still connected to specific behaviors (Trouilloud & Sarrazin, 2003; Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois, 2005). Moreover, these two consensual ideas allowed to emerge the purpose of this study which is interested in the process of the Pygmalion effect in general with a special attention to the teacher’s expectations related to the motivation and differential treatment that have been little studied so far in a natural context. Indeed, it is likely that supervisors develop expectations related to other characteristics or dimensions than the competence of their students (or sportsmen).

In addition to performances, other elements such as the ability to make efforts, invest and work independently (student/athlete: hard-working and autonomous) are among the things that “count” for a teacher/coach, as shown by the works on educational attitudes (e.g., Wolfe & Engel, 1978; Yee & Frutcher, 1971). Teachers even seem to have a differential treatment and display remarkable and clear preferences for hard-working students, despite previous acquisitions and limited abilities (e.g., Covington & Omelich, 1979). In a PE study, Biddle and Goudas (1997) found similar results: they have shown that PE Teachers clearly preferred teaching motivated and hard-working students regardless of their abilities and results in this subject. The motivation therefore seems an important feature of the picture that the teacher draws about his students (Famose 2001; Sarrazin, 2001). It is possible that expectations regarding students’ motivation are an organizing and catalyst factor of the behaviors he manifests in the classroom (Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois, 2005). As a result, sensitizing the teacher (or coach) on behaviors which could create an environment communicating not only his competence expectations but also his motivation expectations, and thus establishing a
climate which offers a fair treatment and not of favor (from the perspective of students) seems to be another central part of reflection and important work.

1.3. Objectives and Hypotheses

The main objective of this study was to verify if the PE teacher’s behaviors are associated with motivation expectations (effort/autonomy) that the teacher formulates regarding his students within teaching/learning natural situations. This term will be used in its ordinary meaning in the educational field: expectations regarding the student’s ability to make efforts and engage spontaneously in school tasks (like the autonomy expectations are proved to be highly correlated with effort expectations \( r > 0.80, p < 0.001 \)), these two dimensions were grouped and called “motivation expectation”. The second objective of the present study was to enlighten and broaden the nature of behavioral coding of PE teacher to rehabilitate the function of evaluation. Previous work focused largely on the number and content of the interactions between teacher and students (e.g., number of feedback organizational vs. Technical vs. evaluative, etc.). Or according to Babad (1998), the key element in the communication of the teacher’s expectations is not so much the content of interactions that the style with which these interactions are performed. In other words, differences in treatment due to the teacher’s expectations would focus on tone, heat and emotions with which the teacher interacts with students (Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois, 2005). In short, these differences would stand at the motivational profile expressing the attitudes and the motivational style of the teacher and the motivational climate he creates.

Two motivational styles have been particularly studied in recent years within the scope of the self-determination theory (SDT), representing another look at the motivational climate (for a review of literature in the field of education, see Reeve, 2002; Reeve et al., 2004; Ryan & Deci, 2000, 2002; and in the field of sport and PE, see Biddle et al., 2001; Mageau & Vallerand, 2003; Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois, 2005; and Bryan & Solmon, 2007; Ryan & Deci, 2007): autonomy-supporting style and controlling style. A teacher who supports autonomy is closer, more positive, more flexible and explanatory. Whereas a “controlling teacher” tends to be in charge of everything, more pressed, more negative and motivate by pressure (Reeve, 2002). The results of previous work (see for a review of literature Reeve, 2002; Reeve et al., 1999; Ryan & Deci, 2000; and for a synthesis, Sarrazin, Tessier, & Trouilloud, 2006) highlight the benefits for a student’s motivation, when a teacher adopts an autonomy-supportive style rather than a controlling one. The Analyses seeking to understand the links between the supervisor’s motivation expectations and his motivational style are rarely studied. According to our theoretical basis of this research, very few studies have sought to extend this line of research. We can mention the study of Pelletier and Vallerand (1996) in an experimental context and the study of Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois (2005) in a natural educational environment. In the first, the experimenters make the students, playing the role of a supervisor, believe that they should teach subordinates something which was either intrinsically motivated (e.g., interested in the task) or extrinsically motivated (e.g., practicing the task only for money). The results showed that
supervisors who taught intrinsically-motivated subordinates displayed more self-supportive behaviors than those with extrinsically motivated subordinates. While this study provides interesting information on the motivation expectations-behavior links, it does not shed light on the phenomenon in a natural teaching situation. However, the second study (Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois, 2005) has considered this research limitation and was developed specifically in a teaching natural context to understand the links motivation expectations-motivational style adopted by the teacher (supporting-autonomy style vs. controlling style). It is important to note that this study has provided some support to the link between motivation’s expectations of the teacher and the differential treatment that he is likely to bring with his students while using more consistent methodological procedures. Nevertheless, the second study has some limitations. Indeed, the population size of teachers was reduced to seven teachers and the students from various classes practiced different physical activities (volley ball, table tennis, badminton and indoor football). It is possible that the specificity of each sport can change the nature of the relationships between teachers and children. However, we are persuaded in this research to extend the study of Sarrazin and his collaborators by monitoring the limits outlined previously and performing our experiments in a teaching natural context in order to obtain the greatest possible ecological validity. A new sample of thirty teachers and seven-hundred thirty students were observed in PE at the same cycle of physical activity (gymnastics). According to the postulates of SDT, a variety of behaviors controlling and supporting independence were coded and mapped to the teacher’s expectations for motivation and formed at the beginning of an eight-session cycle. Finally, data were coded according to a system taking into account the inter-teacher variability and the quantity of transmitted communications. Thus, and according to the theoretical framework of self-fulfilling prophecies and that of self-determination theory, we applied the general hypothesis of a teacher’s differential treatment in class expressed at the time by the quantity, content and styles of verbal communications towards students for whom he supplies high vs. low expectations of motivation. In a more precise manner, and according to the theoretical and empirical work presented, the following hypotheses were made:

- **Hypothesis 1**: Regarding the frequency of interactions containing communications, PE teachers, in a gym cycle, interact and communicate more with “high expectations” than to “low expectations” because they correspond more to their concept or definition of a “good” student in gymnastics (Biddle & Goudas 1997; Covington & Omelich, 1979);

- **Hypothesis 2**: Regarding the content of these interactions during the transmission of technical instructions (criteria suggestion/performance criteria), teachers express more useful information to the performance of a motor skill or good performance for “high expectations”, for the same reason as in hypothesis 1, according to studies of Horn et al (1998), Martinek (1991) and Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois (2005).

- **Hypothesis 3**: Regarding the style of interactions, teachers support more autonomy towards “high expectations” and are more controlling towards “low expectations”,
according to studies of Pelletier and Vallerand (1996) and Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois (2005).

Given the methodological limitations in previous works (e.g., Horn, 1984), we followed the approach used in the study of Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois (2005), which assumes that this differential treatment occurs after taking into account 1) the person who is responsible for interaction and 2) the level of students’ motivation. Indeed, in this work, only interactions (verbal communication) triggered by the teacher will be selected, and the initial self-determination index (SDI) of students will be measured in order to neutralize its potential influence on the behavior of teacher.

2. Method

2.1. Sample

The population of this study consisted of 344 boys and 386 girls (mean age = 13.52 ± 1.67 years), from thirty classes of the second basic education cycle: the preparatory cycle of basic education, and their teachers (17 women, 13 men; mean age 36.67 ± 8.63 years) practicing in the Governorates of Medenine, Tozeur, Gabes, Sfax, Monastir, Tunis, Ariana, Ben Arous, Manouba and Bizerte.

2.2. Approaches

This study was performed in two steps. Initially, and after the first class of eight-session gymnastics cycle (duration of a session: 50 minutes), teachers’ expectations regarding the motivation of each of their students were measured using a questionnaire distributed to each teacher and self-determination index was noted for each student using another questionnaire. Secondly, and in the middle of the cycle (4th/5ème session), each session (thirty sessions on the whole) was filmed by HF lapel microphone, synchronized with the image to save the teacher-student interaction continuously using a digital camcorder. To avoid disturbing the teacher and students, the camera was placed in a fixed location with a large angle, but at a distance that could identify the student(s) concerned by the interactions. All classes were filmed during a session (2nd/3rd) before recording the data to familiarize the study protagonists with the used equipment. To reduce the bias associated with the Hawthorne effect (e.g., Adair et al., 1989) for the teacher (e.g., behaviors’ change due to the presence of an observer), the experimenter (inspector/academic advisor) introduced himself to the teacher as a student conducting a survey on PE students’ motivation, without any allusion to the Pygmalion effect.

2.3. Measures

2.3.1. Teacher’s Expectations Regarding His Students’ Motivation

After the first session (start of cycle competition), teachers completed a questionnaire designed to measure their expectations of effort (“In your opinion, will this student make efforts during the gymnastics cycle?”) and autonomy (“Do you think this student will be able to work independently and autonomously during this cycle?”), in respect of each of their students on a 7-point scale with (1) “No, not at all” and (7) yes, absolutely.
Since the expectations of autonomy were found to be positively correlated with expectations of effort \((r > .80, p < 0.001)\), these two items were grouped together and referred to as “motivation expectation”.

2.3.2. Self-Determined Motivation for Gymnastics
At the beginning of the cycle, students in each class completed a questionnaire designed to measure the level of self-determination in the gymnastics activity. This questionnaire, developed from motivation scale to sports (MSS, Briere et al., 1995) and motivation scale to education (MSE, Vallerand et al., 1989), consists of 28 items measuring 7 types of motivation of self-determination, namely:

- The intrinsic motivation to knowledge (KIM), measured with two items such as “I attend gymnastics class to learn new sports techniques”;
- The intrinsic motivation to achievement (AIM), measured with two items such as “I attend gymnastics class to improve some of my weaknesses”;
- Intrinsic motivation related to sensations (SIM), measured with four items like “I attend gymnastics for the fun that this activity brings to me”;
- The identified extrinsic motivation (IDEM), measured with three items such as “I attend gymnastics because what I learn in PE will help me later”;
- Introjected extrinsic motivation (INEM), measured with four items like “I attend gymnastics because I feel guilty if I did not succeed in this activity”;
- Extrinsic motivation with external regulation (EREM), measured with three items such as “I attend gymnastics mainly because I’ll have a score”;
- The amotivation (AM) measured with three items such as “I do not see why I’m in gym class; if I could, I would give it up”.

All the responses were brought into a 7-point scale (1) “totally disagree” to (7) “strongly agree”. The self-determination index (SDI) used by some authors (e.g., Vallerand & Losier, 1999) was calculated. The SDI is obtained by weighting the scores on each subscale according to their position on the continuum of self-determination according to the following formula:

\[
SDI = \left[ \frac{2 \times (SIM + KIM + AIM)}{3} \right] + IDEM - \left[ \frac{(EREM + INEM)}{2} + (2 \times A) \right]
\]

It should be mentioned that in previous studies, this index has presented psychomotor characteristics and a very satisfactory predictive validity (e.g., Vallerand, 1997). Whether in academic context (e.g., Vallerand & Bissonette, 1992), sports (e.g., Sarrazin, Vallerand, Guillot, Pelletier, & Cury, 2002) or PE (e.g., Ntoumanis, 2001, 2005; Hagger & Chatzisarantis, 2007), the more motivation was self-determined (certified by a high index), the more the individual tried hard and persevered.

2.3.3. Coding System of Teacher-Student Interactions
To be more precise, only interactions 1) triggered by the teacher and 2) addressed to one student were coded. The target student of the communication was identified during the coding phase through ID photographs. The verbal exchanges between teachers and students were coded using two observation grids from earlier work. The content of
the communication was coded from an observation grid of the study Sarrazin and colleagues and inspired from Coaching Behavior Assessment System (CBAS, Smith et al., 1977), the works of Martel, Brunelle and Spallanzani (1994) on the observation of PE learning climate and the works of Sarthou (2003) on learning theories and teaching tools. This grid classifies and distinguishes six main categories of communication (Table 1).

### 2.3.4. The Communication Style/Motivational Style

In agreement with the postulates of the theory of self-determination (e.g., Ryan & Deci, 2000), the work of Reeve in the school context (Reeve, 2002; Reeve et al., 1999), those Mageau and Vallerand (2003) by Vallerand (2007) and those in sports context of Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois (2005) in PE, communications were then coded a second time with another observation grid to identify the communication style “autonomy-supportive” vs. “controlling” teachers (Table 2).

### 2.4. Coding Reliability and Data Processing

The Interactions containing communications were coded by thirty observers (inspectors and supervisors), in the image of an observer for each session without being able to consult. To estimate the intra-coders reliability, each observer coded the same session again after four weeks. The analysis of Kappa coefficients Cohen (Bakeman & Gottman, 1997) reveals a good intra-coders homogeneity (between .75 and .98; M = 85) for all

---

**Table 1.** Coding of six categories of communications (content of verbal communications).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication Category</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organizational Communications</strong></td>
<td>They do not influence the performance, of type:</td>
<td>“Go to the right column”“Place yourself on profile to do the parade”“Keep your arms fully extended and the gap between the hands parallel to the length of the shoulders in handstand”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technical Communications</strong></td>
<td>The technical instructions in connection with the criteria of/performance/suggestion, intended to improve the skills and strategies used by the student, the type:</td>
<td>“Try to contract your abdominals and buttocks”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Positive Evaluative Communications</strong></td>
<td>To strengthen and confirm the behavior or the success of a motor task, such as:</td>
<td>“Well done, good job!”“Bad body alignment”“Awful, rolls forward, without the head touches the mat”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Negative Evaluative Communications</strong></td>
<td>Intended to show the teacher’s disapproval of the student performance (criticism followed by technical information), the type:</td>
<td>“Come on, try again; go, courage, you can do it”“No problem, believe in yourself, you’ll do it”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Positive Affective Communications</strong></td>
<td>“Designed to stimulate and encourage students to achieve the objectives of the teacher, of the type:</td>
<td>“They are offensive or sarcastic, usually as a result of inappropriate behavior or incorrect execution, type:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Negative affective Communications</strong></td>
<td>“In case of incompetence, the teacher made it clear he expects more from the student, like:</td>
<td>“The teacher made it clear to the student that he does not expect a big thing, type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
categories of behaviors.

To test the hypothesis of differential treatment based on the teacher’s expectations, both groups of students were formed from the “average” level expectation of teachers, calculated in each class (e.g., Horn, 1984; Solomon et al., 1996; Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois, 2005). Those located above and below the average level were considered respectively “high expectations” (n = 355) and “low expectations” (n = 375).

Table 2. Coding of communication style (controlling style vs. autonomy-supportive style) adopted by the teacher.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication Style</th>
<th>Teacher’s Profile (P) (attitudes/behaviors)</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy support</td>
<td>P1: More Positive: he encourages students, enhance progress and congratulates the quality of performance, type:</td>
<td>“You really progressed”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P3: More flexible:</td>
<td>“Which exercise would you like to start?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*He lets students choose, like:</td>
<td>“In your opinion, what is the right position to have get past this hurdle?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*He gives them time to solve their problems themselves, the type</td>
<td>“So, what’s the problem”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*He engages the dialogue with the student, the type:</td>
<td>“By doing this exercise, it will allow you to get/master…”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P3: More explicative:</td>
<td>“For your safety, make sure there is a spotter to the side of the obstacle before you commit to the workshop”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*He explained to students the usefulness or importance of such a task or exercise, type:</td>
<td>“There, you could have hurt you”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*He provides reasons to established limits, like:</td>
<td>“I totally understand that you began to be frustrated”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*He explains why the behavior is inappropriate, type:</td>
<td>“Do this”; “Put yourself there”; “You must”; “It is necessary that”; “Show me”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P4: Closer: He respects the students, spends more time listening, tries to understand them, takes into account their opinions, feelings and timings, type:</td>
<td>“Do that to succeed, there is no time to lose!” “Let’s go to the following situation…” “terrible…”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P1: More directive (more demanding): He takes care of everything, imposes what to learn and how to do to ensure the realization of a behavior/proposed specific exercise, like:</td>
<td>“If you do not manage to do that, that is you really are good for nothing”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P2: More pressing: he quickly gives the solution without really giving time for the student to seek himself,</td>
<td>“Do that otherwise you will have a punishment”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P3: More negative: he is more critical, type:</td>
<td>“You will have minus two…”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P4: More repressive:</td>
<td>“If you do that, you’ll have a high grade”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*He motivates by pressure, type:</td>
<td>“If you realize the sequence of movements correctly, you’ll be better than Omar”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Or he motivates by blackmail, type:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*He resorts to punishments and threats, like:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Or he promises rewards, like:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*He creates a climate of social comparison between students, like:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
comparative statistical analysis from the frequency factor (teacher motivation expectations) and two modes (high vs. low) was conducted on the number of interactions/communications triggered by the teacher using the overall chi-square test ($\chi^2$).

Two other comparative analyzes from the frequencies were then performed 1) on the six categories of communication (content), and 2) on both types of style.

In each of these three analyzes, the initial self-determination index of the student has been used as an explanatory variable (independent) to see if the differential treatment appeared at the same level of motivation.

3. Results

A total of 2695 interactions between teachers and students and 3781 verbal communications were collected on all thirty sessions observed (interaction can contain multiple communications).

The average number of interactions received per student is 3.7 while the average number of communications per student is 5.2.

Table 3 shows the percentage of the frequency of communication of teachers towards their students according to the level of motivation expectations (high vs. low).

The frequency of communications with low expectations ($n = 1834, 48.505\%$) was not significantly different ($\chi^2 = 3.38$) from that with high expectations ($n = 1947, 51.495\%$).

We observed that teachers have committed as much communication with the high expectations as with low ones.

Figure 1 shows the distribution in percentage and frequency of different types of collected communications concerning the content. The results show a predominance of organizational communications ($n = 1346, 35.6\%$) and technical ($n = 1289, 34.1\%$) compared to other types of communications.

Figure 2 shows percentage and frequency distribution of communications relating to both types of communication styles “controlling vs. autonomy-supportive” The results shows the teachers’ resort to a predominantly controlling style.

Regarding the content of communications, statistical analysis by the Person chi-square shows that high expectations differ significantly from the low ones (ddl = 5, $\chi^2 = 67.84$, $p < 0.001$).

Table 4 indicates the frequency and percentage distribution of different types of communications relating to the content based on the level of motivation of expectations adjusted to the level of self-determined motivation.

Table 3. Frequency (n) and percentage (%: Distribution) of oral communications initiated by teachers towards their students according to the level of motivation expectations (ME) (high vs. low).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communications Frequency</th>
<th>n = 3781</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ME high</td>
<td>ME low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n and %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947 51.495%</td>
<td>1834 48.505%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparing communication frequency with high and low ME

$\chi^2 = 3.38$

NS
The results show that the content of communications seems to differentiate based on the teacher’s expectations about both categories of communications: 1) technical communications ($x^2 = 37.21, p < 0.001$) and 2) negative affective communications ($x^2 = 32.33, p < 0.001$).

About communication style, we observe that high expectations frequency is significantly lower than that of low expectations ($df = 1, x^2 = 46.96, p < 0.001$).

Table 5 shows that teachers used more autonomy-supportive behaviors with “high expectations” ($x^2 = 40.56, p < 0.001$) and controlling behavior with low expectations ($x^2 = 11.02, p < 0.001$).
Table 4. Frequency and percentage distribution (adjusted according to the index of self-determination of students) of different types of communication relating to the content based on the level of teacher expectations (high vs. low).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication Style</th>
<th>Organizational (n = 1346 35.6%)</th>
<th>Technical (n = 1289 34.1%)</th>
<th>Evaluative positive (n = 238 06.3%)</th>
<th>Evaluative negative (n = 299 07.9%)</th>
<th>Affective positive (n = 318 08.4%)</th>
<th>Affective negative (n = 291 07.7%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High expectations</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>754</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>49.6%</td>
<td>58.49%</td>
<td>51.68%</td>
<td>47.50%</td>
<td>51.57%</td>
<td>33.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low expectations</td>
<td>679</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>50.44%</td>
<td>41.50%</td>
<td>48.32%</td>
<td>52.50%</td>
<td>48.42%</td>
<td>66.66%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison of the frequency of different types of communications depending on the level of expectations

\[ \chi^2 = .11 \quad \chi^2 = 37.21 \quad \chi^2 = .27 \quad \chi^2 = .86 \quad \chi^2 = .38 \quad \chi^2 = 32.233 \]

Communication content based on expectations

\[ \chi^2 \text{ de Person} = 67.84, \text{ ddl} = 5, p < 0.001 \]

Table 5. Frequency and percentage distribution (adjusted for self-determination index) of communications about motivational style (controlling vs. autonomy support) according to the level of expectations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication Style</th>
<th>Controlling style</th>
<th>Autonomy supportive style</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motivation expectations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High expectations</td>
<td>N = 1733</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>47.260%</td>
<td>79.825%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low expectations</td>
<td>N = 1934</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>52.740%</td>
<td>20.175%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison of communication styles frequency based on motivation expectations

\[ \chi^2 = 40.56 \quad \chi^2 = 11.03 \]

\[ p < 0.001^{***} \quad p < 0.001^{***} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style de communication en fonction des attentes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ \chi^2 \text{ de Person} = 46.91, p &lt; 0.001 ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

In order to associate the notion of self-fulfilling prophesies and self-determination theory, this study and like Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois (2005) has sought to focus on the relationship between PE teachers’ expectations with regard to motivation of each of their students, and identify the behaviors they adopt in a natural teaching situation. Specifically, we were interested to find out if the PE teachers’ expectations of motivation led to differential treatment of students according to:

- The amount of communications that contain interactions initiated by teachers;
- Content;
- And communication style (the motivational style).
This study extends previous works, first, relying on another expectation which might organize the behaviors of the teacher even his differentiating feature: motivation expectations. The majority of previous studies have measured expectations of “performance” or “competence” (students may get good results or less in class). Insofar as the effort and spontaneous commitment shown by the student are of central importance for teachers (e.g., Biddle & Goudas, 1997; Covington & Omelich, 1979; Wolfe & Engel, 1978; Yee & Frutchter 1971; Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois, 2005), we are convinced that it seems heuristic to consider this variable (e.g., Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois, 2005). Furthermore, this study extended previous works, in observing beyond different types of communication, the “style” of these types. In agreement with the postulates of self-determination theory (e.g., Reeve, 2002; Reeve et al., 2004; Ryan & Deci, 2000), we observed associations between the expectations of motivation (effort/autonomy) of teacher and his adopted motivational style (autonomy-supportive style vs. controlling style) in a “Tunisian” natural context of PE teaching. The results are discussed in the light of three hypotheses mentioned above.

4.1. Motivation Expectations and Communication Frequency

Regarding the frequency of communications, contrary to our first postulated hypothesis, the results show that teachers of this study triggered as much communication with students marked by “high expectations” as with “low expectations” ($x^2 = 3.38$, insignificant). At the first observation, expectations of motivation developed by teachers have not had an effect on the number of communications they initiated with their students. This result does not replicate previous work in sports context (Horn, 1984; Solomon et al., 1996) which showed that coaches interacted more with athletes who benefited from higher proficiency expectations. Indeed, previous studies in the field of sport observed the behavior of team sports coaches in competitive contexts in which the primary objective is victory and optimizing the performance of the team. For this reason, we can assume that the coach neither pursues the same objectives nor maintains the same relationship with his players (athletes) as PE teacher with his students. In a competitive environment, with the performance is the goal, it is understandable that the coach relies on the best elements (“high expectations”), those he considers most likely to ensure the success of the team. However this result replicates the earlier study in context of PE by Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois (2005). These authors point out that in context of PE and in educational situation, in contrast to the sports context, the teacher is probably more focused on the acquisition of knowledge and the solicitation of all students (conceptualization of teaching). Thus he could be more inclined to provide equity in the distribution of his interactions, communications and treatment of students. It also seems that he is more likely to follow this more focused approach when it comes to an activity as gymnastics. Indeed, gymnastics is characterized by a structural and safe specificity. The teacher is required to be more “present” and “communicative” with all its students to ensure their safety and the “structure” of the class. The distribution results of different types of communications received, based on their continuous
and style, justify this argument (see Figure 1 and Figure 2). Indeed, they show a predominance of organizational communications (35.6%) and technical (34.1%) compared to other types of communications, using a mostly controlling style (97%).

Thus, the context and characteristics of physical activity and sport (gymnastics: the case of our study) could explain this difference for the works mentioned.

However, the presence or absence of “quantitative” difference in communications initiated by the teacher, do not present a sufficient explanatory and tangible element of differential treatment of favor. The lack of a “quantitative” difference in the amount of communications in the case of our research does not mean that the teacher does not establish differential treatment in respect of his students (Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois, 2005). In fact the teacher can maintain the same number of interactions (or communications) with two students, but he is very critical even repressive with one and positive, warm and close with the other. In other words, the differences may relate to the content (Jussim et al., 1998; Trouilloud & Sarrazin, 2003; Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois, 2005) and/or style (Babad, 1993) of interaction. Therefore understanding these two variables appear as a relevant perspective.

According Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois (2005), previous results in PE are not very consistent, and most studies have methodological limitations to the extent that they did not control the person who was the source of the interaction and the true level of students. As already noted above, it seems difficult to deal with preferential treatment when the student who is the origin of interaction, or when his true level makes him unable to receive some feedback from his teacher. Consequently, in this research, and like Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois (2005), we ensured to code just the interactions in which the teacher was the source, as well as the real motivation level of the student.

4.2. Motivation Expectations and Content Interactions

According to our second hypothesis and some previous works (e.g., Horn et al., 1998; Martinek, 1991; Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois, 2005), differences in content interactions were approved. Teachers in our study have provided more technical information such as “keep arms straight” for students marked by high expectations (autonomous and hard-working) and more negative affective communications like “you’re really good at nothing” to students marked by low expectations (lazy and unmotivated). We believe that this differential treatment leads to create (or increase) the differences in motivation, investment, involvement and ultimately in performance among students. Indeed, previous studies (e.g., Horn, 1985; Martinek & Karper, 1984; Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois, 2005) showed that the information relevant to the performance improvement (e.g., the technical instructions: criteria of realization, suggestion) have positive effects on perceived competence (perceived skills), motivation and students success. Conversely, lack of emotional support or negative emotional feedback communication can permanently affect the image that students have of themselves (self-esteem, self-image), and therefore their investment and per-
formance during the PE classes. The causes of this differential treatment are likely to be sought in the greater proximity or similarity that teachers can feel towards students they believe to be motivated and hard-working (Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois, 2005). They may experience a stronger desire and show more willingness to advance the students who seem to share their work value and importance of academic achievement (e.g., Jussim, 1986; Jussim et al., 1998). On the other hand, they seem more inclined to despise and ignore those who do not share these values. It is important to remember that these results were observed after controlling the real level of student motivation. Our results showed that the SDI was not connected to any of the teacher’s behavior. In contrast, it is associated with expectations ($\chi^2 = 22.03, ddf= 1, p < 0.001$). In other words, the beliefs of teachers about student motivation, more than the real motivation of the students, develop some differentiated behaviors of teachers. That is those judged as motivated receive better treatment than little or unmotivated students even if it is not really the case, as has been demonstrated by Pelletier and Vallerand (1996).

4.3. Motivation Expectations and Motivational Style

In accordance with our third hypothesis, and in agreement with the study of Pelletier and Vallerand (1996) and that of Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois (2005), the results of our work show that teachers particularly use a more “controlling” style (they are more stressed, repressive, critical and negative to ensure the realization and safety of the task) with students to whom they emit low motivation expectations (1 ($\chi^2 = 40.56, p < 0.001$). On the other hand, they employ a style that appeals to autonomy (they are more positive, closer, more flexible) with students marked by high expectations ($\chi^2 = 11.03, p < 0.001$). Despite the fact that teachers in our study are more controlling (n = 3667) than autonomy-supportive (n = 114), it was unexpected to find autonomy support level as low toward high expectations (n = 91). Although the direction of the correlation between expectations and autonomy-supportive style is consistent with the postulated hypothesis, it should be noted that the frequency of behaviors supporting autonomy is low (n: 114/3%). It seems that the PE teachers of this research, as well as those of the study of Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois (2005), are more familiar and better trained in using controlling motivational strategies than those supporting independence. The results show that all teachers in this study essentially use organizational communication and technical feedback to control their students. Together, these categories represent 2/3 of Communications and 69.7% of all their behaviors. Therefore, in this research, this motivational style (supporting autonomy) in contrast to controlling motivational style does not seem to be an indicator of a differential treatment of students.

However, these different aspects confirm the idea that motivation expectations would be an organizing factor of the motivational style of PE teacher. This differential treatment at the motivational climate interactions can influence student behavior. According to the cognitive evaluation theory (CET) (Biddle et al., 2001; Deci & Ryan, 1985;
Deci et al., 1991; Ryan & Deci, 2000), behaviors supporting autonomy and positive feedback can nourish and enhance perceived competence and self-determined motivation of students while negative behavior and feed-back may hinder self-determined motivation. Nevertheless, the impact of the “motivation expectation” factor should be moderated; this means that this factor in itself does not account for the majority of PE teachers to use a controlling “style”. This finding corroborates the work of Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois (2005). Previous work (e.g., Mageau & Vallerand, 2003; Pelletier et al., 2002; Reeve, 2002) listed other factors that explain the high proportion of motivational profiles of teachers displaying “controlling” behaviors, while the benefits of feeding-autonomy style were outlined and approved by research (e.g., Reeve, 2002) (see Sarrazin, Tessier, & Trouilloud, 2006 for a summary). It may seem ironic to realize that the way how teachers teach is the opposite of what their students need.

If on one side the teacher’s motivation expectations are not based on objective indicators, or if they are connected to other backgrounds which have no connection with the determination and the future performance (skin color, dress, physical attractiveness, gender, affiliation…), thus the teacher’s expectations can be inaccurate and will affect the adopted motivational style (see Dusek & Joseph, 1983 for a meta-analysis). On the other side, certain individual characteristics, such as ideologies, beliefs or purposes may affect the adopted style (Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois, 2005). Earlier studies have shown that such rejection of a “liberal” concept of education was associated with a tendency to authoritarianism (e.g., Nachtsheim & Hoy, 1976). On the other hand, the belief that an “authoritarian” or “controlling” teacher is more effective than a cooperative one (who listens to his students and is closer to them), as well as low self-determined motivation for work, are also characteristics of a teacher who is associated with a controlling style (e.g., Pelletier et al., 2002; Reeve, 2002).

In addition, contextual characteristics and/or institutional such as the institution pressures (overloaded classes, disciplinary management), and the characteristics of the physical activity itself (e.g. constraints in the management of student’ safety in gymnastics or shot put) tend to reduce the flexibility of the teacher in terms of innovation and pedagogical variability (Pelletier et al., 2002) and can lead the teacher to be partially controlling. Moreover, even if the teacher had a greater degree of freedom, one can question the feasibility of this principle. We believe that the needs, interests and aspirations of students are very diverse, and it does not seem possible, in such a context, to build teaching behaviors and adopt a motivational style that can satisfy the intrinsic interest of each and the desire to be responsible for his own behavior (self-determination).

5. Conclusion and Prospects for Research and Field

The results highlighted some support to the link between PE teacher’s motivation expectations and the differential treatment that he brings with his students:

- First, from the quantity perspective: Teachers express as much communications with “high expectations” as with “low expectations”.
Second, from the content perspective: “autonomy” and “effort” expectations seem to be positively associated with the technical information they provide. However, they are negatively associated with negative emotional evaluations (the negative derogatory critics).

Finally, from the perspective of motivational style: motivational expectations are positively associated with an autonomy-supportive style while they are negatively associated with a controlling style.

These different retained dimensions allowed establishing unambiguously the existence and the ecological validity of the Pygmalion effect in PE teaching. Thus, they could constitute mediating processes of this phenomenon that some studies have found in PE or sports context (e.g., Trouilloud & Sarazin, 2002; Trouilloud, 2002; Sarrazin, Trouilloud, Tessier, Chanal, & Bois, 2005).

5.1. Research Prospects

It should be worth noting that the effect of expectations of motivation should be moderated. Indeed, they do not alone explain this outcome. It remains to conduct future studies to see if the dimensions mentioned above should be complemented by other factors such as individual characteristics, contextual characteristics and/or institutional characteristics of the physical activity, in order to determine and define the role of the teacher’s motivation in regard with students.

It is also important to relativize the results. The observation shows that the differences in socio-emotional climate involve not only verbal communications but also non-verbal behaviors. So one of the interesting developments would be to employ more representative grids of existing interactions manifested by the PE teacher during the session.

5.2. Field Perspectives

Despite the socio-political revolution manifested in Tunisia and calling for freedom and democracy, the PE teacher has not get rid of his “authoritarian” and “controlling” behavior and does not seek to provide adequate space of freedom to nourish self-determined motivation.

However, telling simply what the teachers should do to develop specific and positive expectations towards all students and communicate or solicit their motivation is clearly not enough for this to occur (Reeve, 2002). It seems that this must be accompanied by a didactic-pedagogic and educational reflection from the part of the teaching team on the didactic treatment of sport and physical activity and how to change the strategies for learning/teaching and motivational strategies to encourage and support innovative initiatives of supervisors and researchers and also ensure the equitable learning environment. Besides this reflection is insufficient unless it is reinforced by an individual reflection from the teacher since he is the major player in the practical field and what it conveys to students especially teenagers whose status (competent/incompetent; hard-working/lazy/motivated/unmotivated) and identity are strongly questioned.
Physical activities constitute undoubtedly a means of education, social integration and health. This requires operationalization of the teachers’ objectives (didactic transposition) passing through a theoretical reflection, construction and innovation of professional tools (Sarhou, 2003) such as PE project, class project, observation grids and diagnostic evaluation at the beginning of each school year and each teaching unit. Being armed with personalized pedagogic and didactic tools, the teacher can be involved in the development of accurate and flexible expectations and in differentiating an educational approach so that students can be treated fairly and offered individualized content for each to ensure his autonomy.

Finally, on the ground, the teacher nowadays must be above all a “motivator” while leading and managing the class safely by asserting his authority (positive control) and also adapting to the risks of teaching conditions and “educational slippage”. However, if the student’s future autonomy must be the goal of any supervisor, why not think within the school and PE context of offering students an “autonomy” and “controlled” operation guaranteeing harmony between the margin of freedom and the “structure” of the class in which the student learns to propose, design projects and achieve them with the teacher’s assistance while respecting others.
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